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  feAtuRe ARtICLe 
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CouNteR thAt CAN’t
can I make a bracha if I know that I can’t complete all 
49 days?
By: rav Yitzchak Basser

Having celebrated Yetzias Mitzrayim, the exodus from egypt, on the night of pesach, the Torah commands 
us to immediately begin our preparation for the receiving of the Torah, which took place on shavous. 

The sefer Hachinuch (306) explains the purpose of the counting as an expression of our deep yearning and 
anticipation to receive Hashem’s Torah.

The counting of the Omer lasts for the forty- nine days between pesach and shavous. 

There is a very fundamental disagreement among the rishonim regarding whether one who misses a day of 
the Omer has invalidated the counting.

most rishonim are of the view that each day bears an independent obligation to count. accordingly, if one 
forgets to count on a particular day, although he has forgone that day’s mitzvah, he nonetheless may resume 
counting with a blessing.1

However, the Baha”g is famously of the opinion that one who misses a day can no longer fulfill the 
mitzvah of sefiras Ha’omer.2

as a matter of practical halacha, someone who misses a day continues to count, but they no longer make a 
blessing.

poskim stress that during the days of Sefira it is imperative that one prays nightly with a minyan, or takes 
other steps to ensure that they do not miss a single day of counting.

However, what about someone who nonetheless has a difficult time remembering to count. What if in 
previous years the person never managed to count all the days of the sefira, and there is no real reason to 
think that this year will be any different. may such a person start counting with a Brocha? 

as we will see, this question touches upon several fundamental issues.

ReCItINg the BLeSSINg, AND Not peRfoRmINg the mItzVA
There is a fascinating Ritv”a in Meseches Chullin (107) who discusses the case of one who washes his 
hands intending to eat bread. after reciting the blessing, he changes his mind, and prefers not to eat. Is he 
obligated to eat in order to prevent the blessing he recited to be in vain? 

Ritv”a states that it is unnecessary for the person to eat; his blessing will still not be considered in vain.

This needs to be explained. since the person never fulfilled the mitzva regarding which the blessing was 
recited, why should the blessing not be in vain?

some Acharonim explain that since at the time of the blessing the person fully intended to perform the 
mitzva, the blessing over the mitzva is correct and not in vain.3

accordingly, since at the onset of the days of sefira this person fully intends that this year he will perform 
the mitzva, even if he forgets, the blessing will not have been in vain.

1  rav Hai Gaon, rabbeinu Yonah, the r”i, the ro”sh and among others.
2  Baha”g, laws of IMenochos 71
3  Kinyan Torah B’halacha vol. 5 §45, based on Chasam Sofer YD §120 see also chazon Ish oc 25:8
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However, some explain the reasoning of the Ritv”a that what obligates the person in the mitzva of washing is 
the intention to eat. When the person washes with such intention he has truly fulfilled that mitzva. even if he 
subsequently does not actually eat, he has nonetheless fulfilled the mitzva.4

according to this explanation the reasoning of the Ritv”a does not apply to our case, and if one misses a day of 
counting, the blessings he had previously recited were in vain.

the ReASoN of Baha”g
as we mentioned earlier, the Bahag’s opinion is that one who misses a day of counting no longer can count 
the sefira. The common understanding is that the entire period of the sefira constitute a single mitzva; that of 
counting the Sefira. However, some have a different explanation. They explain that to be considered counting 
a day, one needs to have counted all previous days. accordingly, although one who misses a day can no longer 
count the sefira going forward, the counting of the days prior to the deletion of a day fully constitute the 
fulfillment of the mitzva. The blessings that were recited were not in vain.5

mINoRItY opINIoN
There is one final consideration regarding this issue. as we mentioned earlier, the vast majority of rishonim 
hold that each day is an individual mitzva, and if one misses a day, they continue to recite a blessing. although 
as a matter of practical halacha one who misses a day does not recite a blessing, that is in deference to the 
Baha”g. for this reason, one who is unsure if they missed a day continues to recite a blessing, since the primary 
halacha follows the majority opinion.6

the pRACtICAL hALAChA
although some say that one who knows that they are likely to miss a day of counting should not start counting 
with a blessing,7 we have enumerated several reasons why a blessing may be recited, and that seems to be the 
prevailing  practice.8 

4  Yagel Yaakov §64, This reason is also discussed by rav chaim kanievsky in Sefer Derech Emunah Hilchos Challah.
5  Ohr LeTzion Vol.1§36 Harerei Kedem Vol. 2§112]
6  Haggadah shel pesach of rav Yosef shalom elyashiv
7  mishnas Yaakov, quoted by Sefer Sefiras Ha’omer, pg 109
8  Sefer Sefiras Ha’omer, ibid,
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